CHURCH OF 81. TANWG
in the Parish of Llanbedr with Llandanwg

This ancient church is dedicated to St. Tanwg, who may have founded it.
Tanwg is placed by legend in the 5th Century at a time when the Roman
Empire in Western Europe was disintegrating. It may have been founded
around 435 AD as part of St. Patrick's communication system between Ireland
and Britain. St. Patrick was a Briton. He was consecrated Bishop before being
sent to Ireland in 432 AD by the British Church. His father was a Deacon; his
grandfather was a priest. We know from his written rebuke to King Coroticus
(C.450) that he was sending missionaries to Britain at that time and the
numerous 5th Century gravestones in Pembrokeshire and North Wales
confirm the Irish connection.
There are 60 recorded 5th Century gravestones in Wales and only 1 in
Scotland indicating that Wales was the destination of most of St. Patrick's
missionaries. The concentration of stones around Fishguard and Llandanwg
point to these two harbours being the key entry points.
Llandanwg was strategically situated on the best anchorage in North Wales
in those days, with Bronze Age, Roman and Celtic roads connecting it with the
Dee and Severn valleys. These roads bypass the Snowdon Massif and along
them about half of the 5th Century stones so far discovered in North Wales are
located. Archaeological dating of 5th and 6th Century stones shows that the
progression was from West to East. Chester appears to have been the mission's
target, where in the 6th Century a great ecclesiastical college was set up at
Bangor Iscoed. Christian settlements were well established as far East as
Ruthin by the end of the 5th Century.

In South Wales a similar pattern of gravestones occurs with Brecon as an
immediate objective. This had been passed before the end of the 5th Century.
We can safely say that St. Tanwg's church is one of the oldest Christian
foundations in Britain and perhaps the oldest with a continuous Christian
history. The original church on this site was much smaller than the present
building. It was probably built of stones carried from the beach, stone being
the easiest and traditional building material in this locality, and roofed with
oak timbers and thatch. The remains of this church may be under the present
floor.
The present building was started in the Early Middle Ages. It was 35 feet
long by 16 feet 6 inches internally, with an entrance in the South West corner.
This entrance forms an alcove in the South wall but is better seen from outside.
The original lintel was horizontal, the arch being a later modification. The
door was turned into a window in the 17th Century when the present doorway
in the West gable was opened. The church would have been lit by a window
behind the altar and a small window in the North wall which has been partially
filled to form another alcove. The church was probably very dark inside.
In the 14th Century the church was extended to the East by 25 feet to
accommodate a growing population. A large traceried window of yellow
sandstone was set in the new East gable and two smaller windows on either side
of the chancel. A rood screen surmounted by a choir loft separated the chancel
from the body of the church. The walls were decorated with designs in green
and red with texts in black Gothic lettering. An arched canopy of oak panels,
depicting the apostles, angels and the Devil was fixed to the trusses above the
altar. The windows were glazed with coloured glass. The whole church must
have been full of light and colour.
In the 17th Century the sandstone traceries of the chancel windows had
decayed to a point where they were unsafe. The East window was rebuilt with
plain gritstone mullions and the top half filled with masonry. The sandstone
traceries of the South window have gone and only a fragment remains in the
North window. These windows have also been partially filled. It would appear
that this work was the opportunity to open the doorway in the West gable.
Initials and a date 1685 carved on a stone above the door arch may be the
completion date. In this period the choir loft was dismantled and the two
supporting floor beams were moved to the back of the church to carry a
gallery. They are still in situ, despite a later catastrophe.
Further development of the church stops at this point except for reflooring
with flagstones in 1786. Parts of the walls were replastered and whitewashed in
1789 destroying the Mediaeval painting on them. From this date onwards a
slow decline is dectectable, maybe because of upkeep costs or its isolation from
Harlech or deterioration of the early Mediaeval roof timbers. In 1839 a new
parish church was built in Harlech, the 15th Century font, the bell and other
furnishings were removed thence and Llandanwg abandoned in 1845. Ten
years later many of the roofing slates had gone. By 1883 the Early Mediaeval
roof at the West end had crashed down into the nave carrying most of the
gallery with it. The church was full of sand and briars. Fishermen dried their
nets on the altar rails.

In 1884 as a result of a public outcry the Society for the Protection of
Ancient Buildings replaced the roof at a cost of £80. Further work was done
before and after World War II. In 1987 a major restoration was completed
under the initiative of the parishoners at a cost of £20,000. Work to protect the
graveyard and the church from the sea continues.
Because of its isolated position Tanwg's church escaped the improvements
of the Victorian age and is of architectural interest for that, but its special
value today is the light which it is helping to shed on the last days of Roman
Wales as Europe slid into the Dark Ages. There is a tradition that it was once,
quote "a Chapell of Rest for corpses to be transported to yt fam'd Repository
at Bardsey Island." That may be so but it could not have been before the 7th
Century following the destruction of Bangor Iscoed. Persons of importance
were certainly being buried here in the 7th Century.
ITEMS OF INTEREST
The LLANDANWG STONE
Of particular interest is the 8 foot long, 5th Century, pillar stone lying by the
altar. This is the second largest stone of its date in Britain. It was removed
from the graveyard in the 17th Century. The stone is made of a rock type not
found in Merioneth; it may have come from the Wicklow Hills in Ireland. It
weighs three quarters of a ton and must have come here in a sizeable ship. Its
size, exotic material and foreign origns stamp it as belonging to a man of
exceptional importance. There are two names engraved on the stone which is
normal for this period. They are written along the axis of the stone as was the
custom for the Britons. The first name is "INGENUI" ie the stone of
INGENUUS. His second name is defaced. In 1947 Dr. Nash Williams read it
as "IARRI" but a recent reading suggests "ENNB .. ," possibly ENNBAR.
EQUESTER STONE
Part of a gravestone bearing the inscription "EQUESTRINOMINE" ie "BY
THE NAME OF EQUESTER" is incorporated in the sill of the South East
window. This form of wording occurs in Italy and France after the 4th
Century. Our stone is 6th Century but the name EQUESTER is unique to
Llandanwg.
WEST GABLE STONE
Part of a gravestone is built into the West gable above and to the right of the
doorway. It bears a crudely picked cross which dates it between the 7th and 9th
centuries. The initials REP and 1685 have been added in the top corner
probably recording the mason and date when the doorway was put in.
SION PHILIPS
In the church yard just below the East window is the grave of Sion Philips, a
renowned poet of the 16/17th Century. Sion was minstrel to the Vaughans of
Cors y Gedol but also toured North Wales giving musical recitals. He lived at
Mochras (Shell Island) where he farmed in his spare time. Following a tour to
Anglesey he was drowned while crossing from Pwllheli to Llandanwg. He was
77 years old. He died in 1620 not 1600 as shown on the grave cover. Part of the
poem on the stone was written by Morgan Dafis, landlord of the Blue Lion Inn
in Harlech.

THE BELL TOWER
The bell tower is Early Mediaeval. The bell hung in it to replace the original,
now in . Harlech, was brought from Doobeg, Co Sligo, Ireland in 1922 by Sir
Charles Phibbs. In Doobeg it was used to summons the farm workmen to
work. Today it reminds us that it was the Celtic saints like Tanwg who kept
civilisation alive in these islands through the Dark Ages and made possible the
freedoms we enjoy today.
DAFFYDD ap lEVAN
Llandanwg's most illustrious parishoners, Sir Daffyd ap Ieuan sheltered the
child Prince Henry in Harlech Castle for seven years against the might of the
English army. Henry, later Henry VII was destined to be one of England's
greatest kings. Founder of the Tudor dynasty; grandfather of Elizabeth I;
founder of the Modern Age, his laws transformed Britain and set her on the
road to world domination.
Sir Daffyd's feat of arms is immortalised in the tune "Men of Harlech."
When he was called upon to surrender the castle and the little Prince, he
replied' 'that he had held a castle in France until all the women of Wales talked
of him; so too he would defend Harlech until all the old women of France
spoke of it." And that is exactly what he did.
St. TANWG
Little is known of St. Tanwg. Legend says he was the cousin of King Cadfan
who was driven out of his lands in Brittany in the middle of the 5th Century.
There is a statue of Cadfan attired as a soldier in the Breton church at Briec.
Later writers have connected Tanwg's name with St. Cadfan of Bardsey who
was still flourishing in 550 AD. Modern scholars agree that the king and the
saint could not be the same person and the INGENUUS stone and others
between Llandanwg and Ruthin point decisively to the 5th Century. St. Tanwg
was also called Dannwe. His feast day is 10th October.

-----~----In 1983 His Royal Highness the Prince of Wales visited the church.
Before World War 11 occasional services were held here including a
bicentenary commemoration for the Rev. Ellis Wynne, author of Y BARDD
CWSC (The Sleeping Bard) in 1934. Ellis Wynne was Rector of Llandanwg in
1704.
These days informal services are held in St. Tanwg's church at 3.30 pm. on
Sundays from the end of July to the beginning of September. Special services,
including Christenings and other events are held at various times in the year, as
announced from time to time.
A wedding was held on 29th August 1992; the first for about a century.
Contributions towards the upkeep of the building would be most gratefully
received.
Prepared by Wing Commander John Wynne. Llanbedr 1992.
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